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this seems to be the first introduction of Reebok shoes, then the first to introduce this brand. In 1895, Joseph & middot; foster
(Joseph William Foster) out of love for sprint, and suffer no sufficient funds, pro automatic hand to try the nail in the shoe, it was known
to the world as the first dual spikes, "Forster running shoes". Spikes with the birth, at the time caused a great sensation, at the end of
the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th century, many countries runner wore the "foster running shoes" into the arena. 2006,
Adidas to $3 billion 800 million acquisition of all shares of Reebok Co. (Baidu Encyclopedia) < p > year, Reebok a sentence "pump
up, air out" advertising can be described as arrogant soaring, now slightly declining situation really let a person feel pity. The
Reebok's a Reebok ONE Guide running shoes, let us feel the sincerity of veteran manufacturers. The biggest characteristic of
Reebok ONE Serious, is the three different colors of three different densities in the bottom combination. Traditional shoes in the end
usually by a single density material, in addition to supporting stable components. And Reebok one series and the series is to the
human gait cycle for the origin, jogging in place, followed by running based (followed by the whole palm forefoot), one series and the
shoes the biggest difference lies in the midsole and outsole are subdivided into before, during and after the three parts. Use every
part of the material is different, different role division, to provide complete protection demand is foot movement, or help reduce foot
injuries. ONE Series there are 4 types of products: shock, support, cross-country and control. ONE Guide is a support type, suitable
for running feet over pronation in the daily jogging and fitness training purposes. Reebok one guide of science and technology, in the
bottom of the number, the more high density higher forefoot provide reactive, midfoot provides stability and conduction, heel
providing a shock. The upper hand foot heel is fixed, breathable, support. ONE and Cushion focus on Cushioning compared to ONE
Guide provides better stability, suitable for all kinds of training in. more color and configuration details, please click to enter the
archive page view. 11www.dunkhome.com/shoes/7538-reebok-one-guide(pictures from the network)
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